In order to address the economical dispatch problem in islanding microgrids, this paper proposes a criterion and a decentralized economical-sharing scheme. The criterion is to judge the optimal economical-sharing whether can be realized via the decentralized approach. Then an optimal decentralized economical-sharing scheme is proposed. This overcomes the limitations of traditional centralized control, where the central controller and external information exchange are needed. The frequency is used as a carrier driven the objective function convergence, meanwhile the final frequency can be controlled within the allowable ranges and the DGs can share loads with optimal decentralized economical operation. An islanded microgrid model has been developed through simulations and experiments to verify the performance of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Integrating distributed generators (DGs) has been drawing an increased attention during last decades. The concept of microgrids came to be an outcome due to many technical, economical and environmental advantages [1, 2] . As a popular decentralized operation mode [3] , the droop-sharing schemes are the well-developed control methods by imitating steady state characteristics of the synchronous generator in islanded microgrids, where each DG uses their local parameters. Decentralized control strategy is more economical and reliable compared to the centralized methods, which depends on complicated centralized controllers and communications [4, 5] . Therefor the droop control becomes one of the widely used techniques for the voltage and frequency regulation in islanded microgrids.
The traditional droop scheme aims to control multiple DGs for proportional power sharing based on their power ratings [6] . However, the power sharing cannot guarantee the economy of microgrids in most cases. In order to realize economical operation of microgrids under decentralized control model, some researchers simplify DGs cost functions using the linear droop controller. A linear cost-prioritized droop functions is presented in [7] to reduce the total generation costs by setting the higher priority of output power for the lower-cost DG.
Reference [8] introduced an improved linear cost-based method to optimize the total generation costs, which the droop coefficients are designed based on DGs maximum or mean generation costs. However, [7] and [8] might not be optimized efficiently due to the nonlinear cost functions of DG.
Thus, some nonlinear droop schemes have been proposed [6, 9] . A cost-based droop scheme is proposed in [6] , which can realize lower generation costs compared to the traditional proportional power sharing. But it is not the optimal economical approach. Construction of nonlinear droop relations is introduced in [9] to minimize the operating cost and share the reactive power effectively for microgrids. Nevertheless, the application conditions are not indicated clearly. Meanwhile, a dynamic droop scheme is investigated to minimize the fuel consumption in [10] , which offers the possibility of moving the intercept frequency with a proportional-integral (PI) controller. But the droop coefficient is obtained from centralized controllers and communications, which increases the cost and complexity, and reduces reliability of the microgrids.
Although the economical-sharing schemes have been studied mentioned above, they are not the optimal economical operation approaches in most cases. Moreover, a criterion for the applicability of optimal decentralized economical-sharing schemes is not explicitly mentioned.
To address these concerns, this paper proposed a criterion and a decentralized economical-sharing scheme. The criterion can be concluded as: If the optimal power delivery of DGs is an increasing function of the total loads (TTL), the optimal economical dispatch can use the decentralized approach. And the proposed scheme can realize the optimal economical power sharing with the decentralized approach. The contribution of this work can be summarized as follows:
• A criterion is presented to judge whether using decentralized approach can realize the optimal economical operation.
• An optimal decentralized economical-sharing scheme is proposed.
The proposed methodology is implemented off-line according to the optimal power sharing function of TTL. And features of the traditional droop scheme are retained. Simulations and experiments have been verified the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, which can realize decentralized economical-sharing loads among DGs and control the frequency within the desirable ranges.
II. DECENTRALIZED DROOP SCHEME FOR AUTONOMOUS OPERATION
A DG based on droop control scheme (P-f) in AC microgrids with inductive transmission lines is described as follows:
where i f , * f , i P are the actual frequency, reference frequency and output active power of i th DG respectively, and
. where ( ) i i F P is promising with the following conditions:
• The objective of power sharing is concluded
• The allowable frequency ranges and other constrains are not violated with the construction of ( )
when all DGs get into steady state:
combine the balance of energy supply and demand for microgrids, note:
where L P is TTL of the microgrids. Combining (3) and (4), the output power of each DG can be yielded. For example, the traditional droop scheme is to proportional power sharing:
where the subscript {max, and min} are the corresponding maximum and minimum. When the systems frequency converges to a constant, the proportional power sharing can be obtained:
The droop schemes are widely applied to the microgrids making the communications unnecessary. In addition to the traditional droop scheme for proportional power sharing, the cost-based droop scheme [6] is to reduce the operation costs, and a nonlinear droop relation in [9] is constructed to optimize the operation of islanding microgrids. All of these strategies can be unified as (1) to realize the different targets. After that, the main contribution of this work is presented with a criterion and a droop scheme.
III. PROPOSED DECENTRALIZED ECONOMICAL-SHARING CRITERION AND SCHEME FOR AC MICROGRIDS
To realize the economical operation of microgrids, the generation cost optimal problem is given as follows:
where ( ) i i C P is the generation cost of i th DG. The feasible ranges of (7) are on a closed interval. For each load L P , there is a corresponding optimal solution ( )
for optimal economical operation of microgrids. And * i P can be regarded as a map of L P , note ( ) ( )
In order to realize the optimal economical operation via decentralized approach (centralized controllers and communications are unnecessary), the aim is that whether there is a group of ( ) 
the optimal economical power sharing can be realized using the decentralized approach. And the proposed decentralized economical sharing scheme is:
where m is a constant, which is determined by the desired frequency ranges and systems stability.
Proof. Suppose:
( ) ( ) 
where K is a certain constant. From the optimal solution ( ) * * * 1 2
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for the economical operation of microgrids, and yields: It is noted that, the method in this article can be extended to consider the more limitations, which would be considered in future work. The aim of this paper is to show the criterion and validity of the decentralized economical-sharing scheme. 
IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The proposed economical-sharing scheme is verified through MATLAB/Simulink and experiments. In the simulations and experiments, a microgrid with two DGs shown in Fig. 1 , is employed. And the associated parameters are listed in Table I 1
A. Simulation results
To verify the performance of the proposed method, the simulations are implemented based on the traditional droop scheme and proposed droop scheme with loads increasing at 2s and 4s shown in Fig. 2 . For the traditional droop scheme, when the microgrids get into steady state, the frequency would converge to a constant and caused ( ) i i F P convergence shown in Fig. 2 (a) , (b). Therefore, the objective of proportional sharing is obtained shown in Fig. 2 (c) . Similarly, the proposed economical operation can be realized with the equal ( ) i i F P as loads increasing shown in Fig. 2 (d) , (e), (f). Therefore, the optimal economic operation can be obtained and the frequency is regular.
Based on the simulation results, the effectiveness of proposed method have been verified, which the optimality conditions can be realized and the frequency can be controlled within the allowable ranges.
B. Experimental results
To verify the performance of the proposed droop scheme, the setup for experiments is shown in Fig. 1 , the related parameters are shown in Table I . The microgrid prototype in Fig. 3 , based on the single phase voltage source inverters, is controlled by digital signal processors (TMS320f28335) and the sampling rate s f is 12.8 kHz.
Experiments are implemented based on the traditional and proposed droop scheme with loads increasing at 20s and 40s. The current waveforms of the DGs and voltage at common bus for the proposed method at first load increasing are shown in Fig. 4 . The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5 . From the results of traditional droop scheme, when the DGs frequency converges to a certain value, ( ) i i F P are always equal as load changes shown in Fig. 5 (a), (b) . And the proportional power sharing is obtained in Fig. 5 (c) . Similarly, the proposed droop scheme can be realized optimal economical operation based on ( ) i i F P converging as load changes in Fig. 5 (d) , (e). The optimal power sharing is obtained shown in Fig. 5 (f) . 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the proposed criterion is to judge if via the decentralized approach can realize the optimal economical power sharing. For this objective, a droop scheme is proposed. The optimal power delivery is implemented through the convergence of frequency. Because the implementation of this method only needs the local information of each DG, centralized controllers and communications are unnecessary. Therefore, it is a reliable and low-cost approach. Moreover, the simplicity of the criterion is preserved and hence more likely to meet industry requirement. And the construction of the proposed economical-sharing scheme is carried off-line. The effectiveness and performance of the proposed method has been verified through the simulations and experiments.
Integrating more limitations would be covered in future work, such as DGs power ratings, systems stability. And the corollary of the criterion would be also developed to easy the industry application only according to the characteristics of DGs generation cost or some constrains.
